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Summary 
The Crondall bells were rehung and augmented in 2000 with the project led by Whites of Appleton. The 

work included two new bells, plus a new frame and fittings. Bells 1, 2 & 8 do not have canons and these 

bells are fitted with “twiddle pins” allowing adjustment for any odd-struckness. The other five bells have 

canons which were not allowed to be removed, and therefore fabricated headstocks were required 

preventing integrated twiddle pins.  

We carried out measurements which quantified our belief that some of the bells are significantly odd-

struck. In the past we have attempted to correct this using packing washers but this has not proved 

successful.   

Whites of Appleton are now able to provide clapper staples with adjusters which is what was done for 

bells 2 to 7.  

Using the oddstruckness meter, the bells were measured before any work was carried out as well as 

after the new units were installed and again as adjustments were carried out.  

 



Odd Struckness Meter 
All 8 bells were measured using an “Odd Struckness Meter” (OSM) 

manufactured by David Bagley, and loaned to us by Mark Place of 

Farnham. 

The meter has two operational functions 

1) Swing test, primarily to ensure the reflective tape is 

positioned correctly 

2) Oddstruckness test.  To measure the time between the bell 

passing down-dead-centre to striking, for both handstroke and 

backstroke.  

The initial measurements carried out in November 2018. 

Work to adjust and measure the odd-struckness using the new staple 

units was carried out in August 2019. 

 

Adjustable staple units 
Whites of Appleton modified the clappers of bells 3,4,5,6 & 7 to have adjustable staples, as shown in the 

pictures below. As can be seen there are two bolts with lock nuts on each side providing adjustment of 

about ±30mm.  

   

The main problem with these units is the adjustment is carried out by reaching up inside the bell, which 

is not the easiest place to work. As with normal twiddle pin adjusters, the process requires ringing the 

bell up, testing, ringing down, adjusting, and repeat. As a guide, we found that rotating the adjusters by 

1 flat (1/6 of a full turn) changed the strike by approximately 1ms. 



   

Results 
The following graphs show the measured odd-struckness, with positive numbers indicating the bell is 

slow at handstroke. 

Crondall bells odd-struckness before adjustment  

 

Bells 4, 5 & 7 are significantly slow at hand with 3 & 8 less so, while bell 6 is slow at backstroke, which 

agrees with our qualitative experience from ringing. 



Bells 1 & 8 were adjusted with the twiddle pins (no adjustment was required for bell 2).  

Once the modified staples with adjusters were installed bells 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7 were initially adjusted to 

ensure the clapper hung in the centre of the bell. Then followed measuring with the oddstruckness and 

further adjustments as required. 

  



Crondall bells odd-struckness before and after adjustment  

 

The blue values are the original unadjusted results, red show the odd-struckness after adjusting so that 

the clappers hung centrally, and green are the final results after adjustments using the measurements 

by the meter.   

The real test is from actually ringing the bells, and there is no doubt that the bells are significantly 

improved. 

 

 

Costs   
New adjustable staple units for Crondall bells 3,4,5,6,7 £950.00  

Re-bushing 5 clappers £390.00  

VAT £268.00 

 

Total £1608.00 

  

We are grateful to the Crondall & Ewshot Charity Trust and the Guildford Guild BRF for the financial 

support given to this project.   

 


